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Abstract
Many prediction tasks, especially in computer vision, are
often inherently ambiguous. For example, the output of se-
mantic segmentation may depend on the scale one is looking
at, and image saliency or video summarization is often user
or context dependent. Arguably, in such scenarios, exploit-
ing instance specific evidence, such as scale or user context,
can help resolve the underlying ambiguity leading to the
improved predictions. While existing literature has consid-
ered incorporating such evidence in classical models such
as probabilistic graphical models (PGMs), there is limited
(or no) prior work looking at this problem in the context
of deep neural network (DNN) models. In this paper, we
present a generic multi-task learning (MTL) based frame-
work which handles the evidence as the output of one or
more secondary tasks, while modeling the original problem
as the primary task of interest. Our training phase is identi-
cal to the one used by standard MTL architectures. During
prediction, we back-propagate the loss on secondary task(s)
such that network weights are re-adjusted to match the ev-
idence. An early stopping or two norm based regularizer
ensures weights do not deviate significantly from the ones
learned originally. Implementation in two specific scenar-
ios (a) predicting semantic segmentation given the image
level tags (b) predicting instance level segmentation given
the text description of the image, clearly demonstrates the
effectiveness of our proposed approach.
1. Introduction
Over the last decade, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
have become a leading technique for solving variety of
problems in Artificial Intelligence. Often, such networks
are designed and trained for a specific task at hand. How-
ever, when multiple correlated tasks are given, Multi-Task
Learning (MTL) [5] framework is used to allow a DNN to
jointly learn shared features from multiple tasks simultane-
ously. Usually, in an MTL framework, one is interested in
the output of all the tasks at hand. However, researchers
have also looked at the scenarios, when only a subset of
tasks (called ‘principal’ task(s)) are of interest and the other
Figure 1: Three examples of Mooney images [26], which are dif-
ficult to interpret even for a human observer. However, given the
description: “Beautiful lady smiling in front of a screen”, the face
of a woman in the images become obvious. Our proposed frame-
work is inspired from this behavior and improves the prediction
of a DNN by exploiting additional cues at the test time. Standard
MaskRCNN [16], fails to detect a face in the above images, but the
same network when plugged in our framework with the caption as
auxiliary information easily detects the faces as shown in figure 9.
tasks (called ‘auxiliary’ task(s)) are merely to help learn the
shared generic representation [22, 4, 29]. In such cases,
auxiliary tasks are generally derived from the easily avail-
able side information about the data. For example, one can
use a MTL framework for semantic segmentation of an im-
age as a principal task, with an auxiliary task to predict
types of object present in the image.
One significant limitation of the MTL frameworks sug-
gested so far is that they make use of auxiliary information
only during the training process. This is despite the fact
that, many times such information is also available at the
test time e.g., tags on a Facebook image. Arguably, exploit-
ing this information at test time can significantly boost up
prediction accuracy by resolving the underlying ambiguity
and/or correcting modelling errors.
The motivation for incorporating auxiliary information
at test time can also be drawn from human perception. Fig-
ure 1 shows two-tone Mooney images [26] used by Craig
Mooney to study the perceptual closure in children. Here,
perceptual closure is an ability to form a complete percept
of an object or pattern from incomplete one. It was shown
that, though, it may be difficult to make much sense of any
structure in the given images in the beginning, but once
additional information is provided that these represent the
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Input Image Mask-RCNN
Input caption: Dr. William Focazio and his wife, Debra Focazio, with two of the family’s four dogs, 
whose  barking has led  to several summonses for excessive noise. (Image Source: www.nytimes.com)
Ours
Input tags: Dog, Person (Image Source: www.unsplash.com)
Input Image DeepLabv3+ Ours
Figure 2: The figure shows the improvement achieved by existing
diverse state-of-the-art models using our framework for exploiting
the evidence at prediction time. We show results for instance seg-
mentation (1st row), and semantic segmentation (2nd row), using
textual description and image level tags respectively as the auxil-
iary information. Both the images as well as auxiliary information
are deliberately sourced from unconstrained data on the web (and
not benchmark datasets) to show the easy availability of such in-
formation at the test time.
faces of a woman, one easily starts perceiving them.
A natural question to ask is, whether there is a way
to incorporate similar instance specific additional clues in
modern deep neural network models. While similar works
in classical machine learning literature such as PGMs [19]
have considered conditional inference; to the best of knowl-
edge, there is no prior work incorporating such auxiliary
information in the context of DNN models, especially us-
ing the MTL based framework. We will henceforth refer to
the instance specific auxiliary information as evidence.
We model our task of interest, e.g., semantic segmenta-
tion, as the primary task in the MTL framework. The evi-
dence is modelled as the output of one or more secondary
tasks, e.g., image tags. While our training process is iden-
tical to the one used by standard MTL architectures, our
testing phase is quite different. Instead of simply doing a
forward propagation during prediction, we back-propagate
the loss on the output of the secondary tasks (evidence) and
re-adjust the weights learned to match the evidence. In or-
der to avoid over-fitting the observed evidence, we employ
a regularizer in the form of two norm penalty or early stop-
ping, so that the weights do not deviate significantly from
their originally learned values.
The specific contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) We propose a novel adaptation of the MTL framework
which can incorporate evidence at test time to improve pre-
dictions of a DNN. The framework is generic in the sense
that it can use existing DNN architectures, pre-trained for
variety of tasks, along with diverse inexpensively gathered
auxiliary information as evidence (2) We suggest two ap-
proaches to re-adjust the weights of the deep network so as
to match the network output to evidence. (3) We demon-
strate the efficacy of proposed framework by improving
state-of-the-art results on two specific problems viz seman-
tic segmentation and instance segmentation problems. Fig-
ure 2 shows some sample results.
We stress that our focus in this paper is to show the im-
provement obtained by using easily available auxiliary in-
formation along with state-of-the-art models. In that regard,
they should not be seen as our competitors, but rather be-
ing enhanced using our approach. We present other naı¨ve
baselines which incorporate auxiliary information for direct
comparison (e.g., using label pruning).
2. Related Work
As argued earlier, though our architecture may seem sim-
ilar in style to existing work trying to boost up the perfor-
mance of the primary task based on auxiliary tasks [22, 4,
29], the key difference is that, while, the earlier works ex-
ploit the use of correlated tasks only during the training pro-
cess, we in addition, focus on back-propagating the avail-
able (instance specific) evidence during prediction time as
well. This is an important conceptual difference and can
result in significant improvements by exploiting additional
information as shown by our experiments.
We would also like to differentiate our work from that of
posterior inference with priors. While priors can be learned
for sample distributions, our work suggests conditional in-
ference in the presence of sample specific evidence. Sim-
ilarly, posterior regularization technique [14] changes the
output distribution directly, albeit, only based on character-
istics of the underlying data statistics. No sample specific
evidence is used.
Another closely related research area is multi-modal in-
ference [31, 18, 9] which also incorporates additional fea-
tures from auxiliary information. While this does effec-
tively incorporate evidence at prediction time in the form
of additional features, but practically speaking, designing a
network to take additional information from a highly sparse
information source is non-trivial 1. However, the strongest
argument in support of our framework is its ability to work
even when only single set of annotations are available. It is
possible to train our architecture even when we have dataset
containing either primary or auxiliary annotations. On the
other hand, multi-modal input based architecture would re-
quire a dataset containing both the annotations at the same
time. This greatly restricts its applicability. Note that the
argument extends to test time also. At test time, if auxil-
iary information is unavailable our framework can fall back
1For example, in one of our experiments we show the semantic segmen-
tation conditioned upon image level tags as given by an image classifica-
tion task. It is easy to see that designing an MTL based DNN architecture
for semantic segmentation and image classification is not difficult. On the
other hand, designing a network which takes a single image label and gen-
erates features for merging with RGB image features seems non-trivial.
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Figure 3: Model Architecture for Multi-task learning (MTL)
to regular predictions, while architecture with multi-modal
input will fail to take-off.
Some recent works [27, 34, 25] have proposed constrain-
ing the output of DNN, to help regularizing the output and
reduce the amount of training data required. While all these
works suggests constraints during training, our approach
imposes the constraints both at the train and inference time.
We note that our framework is similar in spirit to an-
other contemporary work by Lee et al. [20], who have also
proposed to enforce test time constraints on a DNN output.
However, while their idea is to enforce ‘prior deterministic
constraints’ arising out of natural rule based processing, our
framework is inspired from using any easily available and
arbitrary type of auxiliary information. Our framework can
be used together with theirs, as well as, is more generaliz-
able due to lack of requirement of using the constraints on
the output of the same stream.
3. Framework for Back-propagating Evidence
In this section, we present our approach for boosting up
the accuracy of a given task of interest by incorporating ev-
idence. Our solution employs a generic MTL [32] based
architecture which consists of a main (primary) task of in-
terest, and another auxiliary task whose desired output (la-
bel) represents the evidence in the network. The key con-
tribution of our framework is its ability to back-propagate
the loss on the auxiliary task during prediction time, such
that weights are re-adjusted to match the output of the aux-
iliary task with given evidence. In this process, as we will
see, the shared weights (in MTL) also get re-adjusted pro-
ducing a better output on the primary task. This is what we
refer to as back-propagating evidence through the network
(at prediction time). We note that though we describe our
framework using a single auxiliary task to keep the nota-
tion simple, it is straightforward to extend this to a setting
with more one than auxiliary task (and associated evidence
at prediction time).
3.1. Background on MTL
Notation We will use P to denote the primary task of in-
terest. Similarly, let A denote the auxiliary task in the net-
work. Let (x(i), y(i), a(i)) denote the ith training example,
where x(i) is input feature vector, y(i) is desired output (la-
x z 𝓛𝑷 𝒚,  𝒚
𝓛𝑨 𝒂,  𝒂
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Figure 4: Loss propagation at train and prediction time
bel) of the primary task, and a(i) denotes the desired output
(label) of the auxiliary task. Correspondingly, let yˆ(i) and
aˆ(i) denote the output produced by the network for the pri-
mary task and auxiliary tasks, respectively.
Model Figure 13 shows the MTL based architecture [32]
for this set-up. There is a common set of layers shared be-
tween the two tasks, followed by the task specific layers. z
represents the common hidden feature representation fed to
the two task specific parts of the architecture. For ease of
notation, we will refer to the shared set of layers as trunk.
The network has three sets of weights. First, there are
weights associated with the trunk denoted by Wzx. Wyz
and Waz are the sets of weights associated with the two
task specific branches, respectively. The total loss LT (·) is
a function of these weight parameters and can be defined as:
LT (·) =
m∑
i=1
(
LP (y(i), yˆ(i))
)
+ λ
m∑
i=1
(
LA(a(i), aˆ(i))
)
Here, LP (·) and LA(·) denote the loss for the primary and
auxiliary tasks, respectively. λ is the importance weight for
the auxiliary task. The sum is taken over the m examples in
the training set. LP is a function of the shared set of weights
Wzx, and the task specific weights Wyz . Similarly, and LA
is a function of the shared weights Wzx and task specific
weights Waz , respectively.
Training The goal of training is to find the weights which
minimize the total loss over the training data. Using the
standard approach of gradient descent, the gradients can be
computed as follows:
1. ∇WyzL(·) =
∑m
i=1∇WyzLP (·)
2. ∇WazL(·) =
∑m
i=1∇WazLA(·)
3. ∇WzxL(·) =
∑m
i=1∇zLP (·)∇Wzx(z) +
λ
∑m
i=1∇zLA(·)∇Wzx(z)
Note that the weights in the task specific branches, i.e.,
Wyz and Waz , can only affect losses defined over the re-
spective tasks (items 1 and 2 above). On the other hand,
weights Wzx in the trunk affect the losses defined over both
the primary as well as the auxiliary tasks. Next, we de-
scribe our approach of back-propagating the loss over the
evidence.
3.2. Our Approach - Prediction
During test time, we are given additional information
about the output of the auxiliary task. Let us denote this
by e (evidence) to distinguish it from the auxiliary outputs
during training time. Then, for the inference, instead of di-
rectly proceeding with the forward propagation, we instead
first decide to adjust the weights of the network such that the
network is forced to match the evidence e on the auxiliary
task. Since the two tasks are correlated, we expect that this
process will adjust the weights of the network in a manner
such that resolving the ambiguity over the auxiliary output
will also result in an improved prediction over the primary
task of interest.
This feat can be achieved by defining a loss in terms
of LA(aˆ, e) and then back-propagating its gradient through
the network. Note that this loss only depends on the set
of weights Waz in the auxiliary branch, and the weights
Wzx in the trunk. In particular, the weightsWyx remain un-
touched during this process. Finally, we would also like to
make sure that our weights do not deviate too much from the
originally learned weights. This is to avoid over-fitting over
evidence. This can be achieved by adding a two-norm based
regularizer which discourages weights which are far from
the originally learned weights. The corresponding weight
update equations can be derived using the following gradi-
ents:
1. ∇WazLTest(·) = ∇WazLA(aˆ, e) + α||Waz −W ∗az||2
2. ∇WzxLTest(·) = ∇zLA(aˆ, e)∇Wzx(z) + α||Wzx −
W ∗zx||2
Here, W ∗az and W
∗
zx denote the weights learned during
training and α is the regularization parameter. Note that
these equations are similar to those used during training
(item 2 and 3), with the differences that (1) The loss is now
computed with respect to the single test example (2) Effect
of the term dependent on primary loss has been zeroed out.
(3) A regularizer term has been added. In our experiments,
we also experimented with early stopping instead of adding
the norm based regularizer.
Algorithm 1 describes our algorithm for weight update
during test time, and Figure 4 explains it pictorially. Once
the new weights are obtained, they can be used in the for-
ward propagation to obtain the desired value yˆ on the pri-
mary task.
4. Semantic Segmentation
The task of semantic segmentation involves assigning a
label to each pixel in the image from a fixed set of object
categories. Semantic segmentation is an important part of
scene understanding and is critical first step in many com-
puter vision tasks. In many semantic segmentation applica-
Algorithm 1 weight update algorithm
Input: x (input), e: evidence
Input: η (Learning rate), T (Iterations),
Input: W ∗az , W ∗zx: Originally trained weights
Output: Waz,Wzx
1: for t ∈ {1, . . . , T} do;
2: Calculate the loss Ltest(aˆ, e) over evidence
3: Compute ∇WazLtest(·) and ∇WzxLtest(·), using
back-propagation
4: Update Waz and Wzx using gradient descent rule
5: end for
6: Return the newly optimized weights
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Figure 5: Our proposed architecture for semantic segmentation
using image level tags as test time auxiliary information. The ar-
chitecture uses pre-trained DeepLab architecture, fine tuned with
MTL strategy using image classification as auxiliary task(lower
branch).
tions, image level tags are often easily available and encap-
sulate important information about the context, scale and
saliency. We explore the use of such tags as auxiliary infor-
mation at test time for improving the prediction accuracy.
As clarified in earlier sections as well, though using auxil-
iary information in the form of natural language sentences
[17, 24] have been suggested, these earlier works have used
this information only during the training time. This is un-
like us where we are interested in exploiting this informa-
tion both during training as well as test.
State-of-the-art Most current state-of-the-art meth-
ods for semantic segmentation, such as, Segnet [2],
DeepLabv2 [6], DeepLabv3 [7] and DeepLabv3+ [8],
PSPNet [36], and U-net [30] etc., are all based on DNN
architectures. Most of these works use a fully convolutional
(FCN) architecture replacing earlier models which used
fully connected layers at the end.
DeepLabv3 uses Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling
(ASSP) to detect objects at multiple scales. ASPP enlarges
the field of view without increasing the number of param-
eters in the network. DeepLabv3+ uses DeepLabv3 as an
encoder module in the encoder-decoder framework and a
simple decoder to obtain sharp object boundaries. By this
DeepLabv3+ combines the benefits of both pyramid pool-
ing and encoder-decoder based methods.
DL-BP-ESInput Image Ground Truth DL-MT DL-MT-Pr DL-BP-L2-Pr DL-BP-ES-PrDL-BP-L2Image Tags
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Figure 6: Comparison of visual results on semantic segmentation problem using image level tags as the test time auxiliary information. 1st
and 2nd column are input and ground truth respectively. 3rd column shows baseline model trained with MTL. 4th column shows results of
a naive strategy to improve the results of 3rd column by pruning predicted labels which were not present in tags. The last 4 columns show
results of proposed approach in various configurations. Please see the paper text for details on the configurations. The first row shows
improvement in segmentation of ‘dining table’, second row shows correction of ‘dog’ label and third row detecting a new object ‘sofa’ by
our technique using test time tags.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of results on number of back-propagation
iterations (early stopping) and α parameter (L2-norm)
Our Implementation Our implementation builds on
DeepLabv3+ [8] which in one of the state of the art seg-
mentation models. DeepLabv3+ has been one of the leaders
on the Pascal VOC data challenge [13], and builds over the
Xception [10] architecture which was originally designed
for classification tasks. We have used the publicly available
official implementation of DeepLabv3+2. For ease of nota-
tion, we will refer the DeepLabv3+ model as ‘DeepLab’.
To use our framework, we have extended the DeepLab
architecture to simultaneously solve the classification task
in an MTL setting. Figure 5 describes our proposed MTL
architecture in detail. Starting with the original DeepLab
architecture (top part in the figure), we branch off after the
encoder module to solve the classification task. The resul-
tant feature map is passed through an average pooling layer,
a fully connected layer, and then finally a sigmoid activation
function to get probabilty for each of the 20 classes (back-
2https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/
master/research/deeplab.
ground class is excluded).
For training, we make use of cross-entropy based loss,
for the primary and binary cross entropy loss for the sec-
ondary task. We first train the segmentation only network
to get the initial set of weights. These are then used to
initialize the weights in the MTL based architecture (for
the segmentation branch). The weights in the classification
branch are randomly initialized. This is followed by a joint
training of the MTL architecture. During prediction time,
for each image, we back-propagate the binary cross entropy
loss based on observed evidence over the auxiliary task (for
test image) resulting in weights re-adjusted to fit the evi-
dence. These weights are used to make the final prediction
(per-image). The parameters in our experiments were set
as follows. During training, the λ parameter controlling the
relative weights of the two losses is set of 1 in all our exper-
iments. During prediction, number of early stopping itera-
tions was set to 2. α parameter for weighing the two norm
regularizer was set to 1. We have used SGD optimizer with
learning rate of 7 ∗ 10−4 at test time.
Methodology and Dataset We compare the performance
of following seven models in our experiments: (a) DL (b)
DL-MT (c) DL-MT-Pr (d) DL-BP-ES (f) DL-BP-ES-Pr (g)
DL-BP-L2 (h) DL-BP-L2-Pr. The first model (DL) uses
vanilla DeepLab based architecture. The second (DL-MT)
is trained using an MTL framework as described above.
These are our baseline models without use of any auxiliary
information. The suffix ‘Pr’ in the model name refers to
post-processing step of pruning the output classes at each
Method mIoUWithout MS With MS
DL 82.45 83.58
DL-MT 82.59 83.54
DL-MT-P 84.23 84.84
DL-BP-L2 85.97 86.88
DL-BP-ES 86.01 86.84
DL-BP-L2-P 86.10 87.00
DL-BP-ES-P 86.22 87.03
Table 1: Comparison of results for semantic segmentation. The
two columns shows results of various approaches with and with-
out using multi scale (MS) strategy. 1st row shows result from
baseline DeepLab, 2nd row shows the results for DeepLab trained
using MTL framework along with image level tags. 3rd row shows
result of 2nd row after naive pruning of tags absent in the auxiliary
information. The last 4 rows show results of proposed approach in
various configurations. Please see the paper text for details on the
configurations.
pixel using the given image tags. The probability of each
label which is not present in the tag set is forced to be zero
at each pixel. This is a very simple model using the aux-
iliary information. Models that are based on our proposed
approach start with prefix DL-BP. Models with prefix DL-
BP refers to models where we back-propagate the auxiliary
information at prediction time. We experiment with two
variations based on the choice of regularizer during predic-
tion: DL-BP-ES uses early stopping and DL-BP-L2 uses an
L2-norm based penalty.
Original DeepLab paper [8] also experiments
with inputting images at multiple scales i.e,
{0.5,0.75,1.0,1.25,1.5} as well as using left-right flipped
input images, and then taking a mean of the predictions.
We refer to this as multi-scaling (MS) based approach. We
compare each of our models with multi-scaling being on
and off in our experiments.
For our evaluation, we make use of PASCAL VOC 2012
segmentation benchmark [13]. It consists of 20 foreground
object classes and one background class. We further aug-
mented the training data with additional segmentation an-
notations provided by Hariharan et al. [15]. The dataset
contains 10582 training and 1449 validation images. We
use mean intersection over union (mIOU) as our evaluation
metric which is a standard for segmentation tasks.
Results Table 1 presents the results comparing the per-
formance of various models. We see some improvement in
prediction accuracy due to use of pruning the output over
the baseline models (not using any auxiliary information).
However, using our backpropagation based approach results
in further significant improvement over the baselines. The
gain is as much as 3.45 mIoU points compared to vanilla
DeepLab and more than 2.19 points compared to the MTL
based architecture with pruning. Both our variations have
comparable performance, with early stopping based model
doing slightly better. Table 2 presents the results for each
of the object categories. For all the object categories except
three, we perform better than the baselines. The gain is as
high as 10 points (or more) for some of the classes.
Figure 6 shows the visual comparison of results for a set
of hand picked examples. Our model is not only able to
enhance the segmentation quality of already discovered ob-
jects, it can also discover new objects which are completely
missed by the baseline. Figure 7 presents the sensitivity
analysis with respect to number of early stopping iterations
and the parameter controlling the weight of the L2 regu-
larizer (during prediction). There is a large range of val-
ues in both cases where we get significant improvements.
Time required for inference on a single image for differ-
ent models are: 0.15 seconds for DeepLab, 2.6 seconds for
Deeplab with multi-scaling, and 1.4 seconds for our model
with early stopping of 2 back-propagation. Our model with
multi-scaling takes 3.85 seconds on a GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
Impact of Noise: Table 3 examines the performance of
our approach in the presence of noisy auxiliary informa-
tion. For each image we randomly introduce k (for varying
values of k) additional (noisy) tags as additional informa-
tion which were not part of the original set3. Our approach
is fairly robust to this noise, and its performance degrades
slowly with increasing amount of noise. Even when we
have 3 additional noisy tags added, we are still doing bet-
ter than baseline DL-MT model performance of 82.5 (Left
Column, Table 1).
5. Instance Segmentation
Next, we present our experimental evaluation on a multi-
modal task of object instance segmentation given textual de-
scription of the image. In an instance segmentation problem
the goal is to detect and localize individual objects in the
image along with segmentation mask around the objects. In
our framework, we model instance segmentation as the pri-
mary task and image captioning as the auxiliary.
Arguably, instance segmentation is more challenging
than semantic segmentation, and incorporating caption in-
formation also seems significantly harder due to its frequent
noisy and incomplete nature. We speculate this to be the
reason behind lack of any prior noticeable work using tex-
tual description for improving semantic segmentation. In
this sense, our state of the art results for the problem may
also have a standalone contribution of their own.
State-of-the-art: Recently proposed Mask R-CNN [16]
is one of the most successful instance segmentation ap-
proaches. It is based on the Faster R-CNN [28] technique
for object detection. In the first step, Faster R-CNN gener-
3This experiment was done without using multi-scaling
Model bike table chair sofa plant boat tv bottle bird person mbike car aero dog horse sheep train cat bg cow bus
DL-MT-Pr 45.3 55.2 57.9 62.3 69.4 78.1 81.5 83.9 90.3 91.0 91.7 91.8 93.6 93.9 94.0 94.2 95.4 95.4 95.8 96.6 97.1
DL-BP-ES-Pr 45.9 69.9 68.1 79.7 74.7 84.1 82.8 86.3 90.1 91.6 92.7 93.7 94.6 96.2 95.1 96.1 95.2 96.4 96.5 97.4 97.1
DL-BP-L2-Pr 45.8 69.0 67.9 78.2 74.1 84.0 82.8 86.0 90.2 91.6 92.7 93.7 94.5 96.2 95.1 96.0 95.3 96.4 96.4 97.3 97.1
Table 2: Object category-wise comparison of results for semantic segmentation on Pascal VOC. The first row shows results with naive
pruning of labels not present in image tags. The bottom two rows are variations of proposed methodology. Numbers denote mIoU.
Model # of noisy tags (k)
0 1 2 3
DL-BP-ES 86.0 85.3 84.7 82.8
DL-BP-ES-Pr 86.3 85.6 85.0 83.3
Table 3: Performance of DL-BP-ES and DL-MT-BP-ES-Pr mod-
els as noisy tags are added in the auxiliary information. Multi-
scaling was off in this experiment.
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Figure 8: Our framework for instance segmentation using Mask-
RCNN and LSTM based caption generator to use textual descrip-
tions of an image at test time.
Method AP AP0.5 APS APM APL
Mask-RCNN 39.8 63.5 39.4 69.0 80.0
Mask-MT 39.9 63.6 39.2 69.2 79.8
Mask-BP-L2 40.4 64.5 40.0 69.6 81.6
Mask-BP-ES 40.5 64.6 40.1 69.7 82.2
Table 4: Comparison of results for instance segmentation. Mask-
RCNN and Mask-MT represent baseline pretrained network and
baseline trained with MTL strategy respectively. The bottom two
rows are variations of proposed framework. AP0.5 refers to AP
at IoU of 0.5. APL, APM,APS represent AP0.5 values for large,
medium and small objects, respectively
Type Mask-MT Mask-BP-ES
P R F1 P R F1
All 86.1 51.7 64.6 83.6 54.7 66.1
Small 80.6 29.8 43.5 78.0 31.9 45.3
Medium 86.6 61.3 71.8 83.9 64.5 73.0
Large 89.8 76.5 82.6 87.6 80.6 84.0
Table 5: Comparison of baseline(Mask-MT) and proposed(Mask-
BP-ES) approaches on at 0.5 IoU and 0.9 confidence threshold. P:
Precision, R: Recall, F1: F-measure
ates a box level proposal using the Region Proposal network
(RPN). In the second step, each box level proposal is given
an object label to detect the objects present in the overall
image. Mask R-CNN uses the detector feature map and pro-
duces a segmentation mask for each detected bounding box,
by re-aligning the misaligned feature maps using a special
designed RoIAlign operation. Mask R-CNN predicts masks
and class labels in parallel. Other notable works [21, 12]
predicts the instance segmentation using a fully convention-
ally network, to get similar benefits as FCNs for semantic
segmentation. There have also been proposals to use CRFs
for post-processing FCN outputs to group pixels of individ-
ual object instances [3, 1]. We have used Mask-RCNN in
our experiments.
Our Implementations: Our MTL based architecture is
shown is Figure 8. Here we take Mask R-CNN, a state-of-
the-art instance segmentation approach, and combine it with
the LSTM decoder from the state-of-the-art captioning gen-
erator “Show, Attend and Tell”(SAT) [35] within our frame-
work. We use the publicly available implementations of
both Mask R-CNN4 and SAT5. We use ResNeXt-152 [33]
as the convolutional backbone network to extract image fea-
tures. The backbone architecture is shared between Mask
R-CNN and captioning decoder. We initialize our primary
network with the pre-trained weights of the Mask R-CNN
provided in their implementation6. We then fine-tune these
weights along with learning the weights of the caption de-
coder (secondary task) using our MTL architecture. Early
stopping iterations parameter was set at 2, and α parame-
ter was set to 100. We have used Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 5 ∗ 10−6 at test time.
Methodology and Dataset: We experiment with four dif-
ferent models. These include: Mask-RCNN, Mask-MT,
Mask-BP-ES and Mask-BP-L2. Mask-RCNN is the orig-
inal instance segementation model and Mask-MT is the
model trained using MTL. These two are the baseline mod-
els. We refer to our approaches as Mask-BP-ES and Mask-
BP-L2, respectively, for the two types of regularizers used
during prediction. Our attempts with pruning based ap-
proaches did not yield any gain, since learning the label set
to be pruned (using captions) turned out to be quite difficult.
We have used MS-COCO dataset [23] to evaluate our
4github.com/roytseng-tw/Detectron.pytorch
5github.com/sgrvinod/a-PyTorch-Tutorial-to-Image-Captioning
6github.com/facebookresearch/Detectron/blob/
master/MODEL_ZOO.md
Mask-MT Mask-MTMask-BP-ES
(E). People underneath an arched bridge near the water
(C). A group of children standing next to each other
(D). Six different pictures of single slices of pizza
(B). A woman and child are about to cut a cake(A). A white plate topped with a banana and pudding
(F). Beautiful lady smiling in front of a screen
Mask-BP-ES Mask-MT Mask-BP-ES
Figure 9: Comparison of visual results for baseline (Mask-MT) vs proposed (Mask-BP-ES) approaches. Using our strategy to exploit test
time evidence, our approach is able to discover new objects (and their segmentation) which were missed earlier.
approach. The training set consist of nearly 1150k images
and 5k validation images. We report our results on the val-
idation images. In the dataset, each image has at least five
captions assigned by different annotators. We use AP (av-
erage precision) as our evaluation metric. We also evaluate
at AP0.5 (precision at IoU threshold of 0.5).
Results: Table 4 shows the gain obtained by using the auxil-
iary information over the baseline models for different sizes
of objects. We result in a gain of 0.6 for AP. The gain is
higher at 1.0 for AP0.5. For large objects, this number is
as high as 2.2 (last column). The ES based variation does
marginally better than L2. Table 5 presents the gain ob-
tained by the ES model over the MT baseline for detecting
various objects in terms of precision, recall and f-measure.
Suffering slight loss on precision, we are able to improve
the overall F1 by 1.5 points. The gain is maximum for
small objects which makes sense since a large number of
them remain undetected in the original model. Further, a
careful analysis revealed that ground truth itself has incon-
sistencies missing several smaller objects, undermining the
actual gain obtained by our approach (see supplement for
details).
Figure 9 presents visual comparison of results. Our al-
gorithm can detect newer objects (Figure 9 (A)), as well
as detect additional objects of the same category (Figure 9
(C)), sometimes those not even mentioned in the caption
(Figure 9 (E)). Figure 9 (F) is a Mooney face [26] as re-
ferred in the introduction. Mask-MT incorrectly detects a
bird whereas Mask-BP can correctly detect a person with
reasonable segmentation.
Failure analysis: Figure 10 shows a failure example for
our approach. Overuse of back-propagation at test time may
lead to over-fitting on the given auxiliary information in the
Input Image Mask-Aux-ES
After 2 Back-Prop
Mask-Aux-ES
After 5 Back-Prop
Input Caption: A boy riding a boogie board in the ocean waves
Figure 10: Our framework may lead to over-fitting on the auxiliary
information if back-propagation is overused. The figure shows in-
correct prediction of multiple surf-board instances when the num-
ber of back-propagations are increased from 2 to 5.
proposed framework. As the number of back-propagation
increases from 2 to 5, we observe over-fitting, leading to
the prediction of multiple surf-boards.
6. Multiple Types of Auxiliary Information Si-
multaneously
We have conducted experiments on using multiple types
of auxiliary information simultaneously in our instance seg-
mentation setup. In addition to using captions as auxiliary
information, we added image tags as the second source of
auxiliary information. Figure 11 describes our proposed
MTL architecture in detail. Here we take Mask R-CNN,
a state-of-the-art instance segmentation network to gener-
ate image level features. Using these intermediate fea-
tures an LSTM based decoder from the state-of-the-art cap-
tioning generator “Show, Attend and Tell”(SAT) [35] is
used to generate the captions and a multi-class classifier
is designed to generate image level tags. The model was
trained in a multi-task setting (one primary and two auxil-
iary). The evidence over the two auxiliary tasks was propa-
gated simultaneously during test time. Here is the perfor-
mance of three models using AP (Average Precision) as
the metric. (i) Mask-RCNN (multi-task): 39.9 (ii) Mask-
RCNN (multi-task + backpropagate over captions): 40.5
(iii) Mask-RCNN (multi-task + backpropagate over cap-
tions, tags): 40.8.
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Figure 11: Our framework, for instance segmentation with mul-
tiple types of auxiliary information simultaneously. Mask-RCNN
is used for instance segmentation. LSTM based caption genera-
tor to use textual descriptions of an image and a multiclass image
classifier to use image level tags both at the test time.
7. Image Captioning with Image Tags
We have conducted experiments on the MS COCO
dataset with image caption prediction as the primary task
and image tags as the auxiliary task. Figure 12 describes our
proposed MTL architecture in detail. The base architecture
was “Show, Attend and Tell”(SAT) [35], one of the promi-
nent image captioning model. To use image level tags, we
branch off after the encoder module and design a multi-
class classifier. The resultant feature map is passed through
an average pooling layer, a fully connected layer, and then
finally a sigmoid activation function to get probabilty for
each of the 80 classes. Using BLEU-4 as the metric, perfor-
mances are: (i) SAT: 25.8 (ii) SAT (multi-task): 27.4 (iii)
SAT (multi-task + backpropagate over tags): 28.1. We also
gain on other metrics such as ROUGE and CIDEr.
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Figure 12: Our framework for image captioning using “Show, At-
tend and Tell”(SAT) [35] and a multiclass image classifier to use
image level tags at the test time.
8. Auxiliary Information as Input
We have also done experiments with baseline models us-
ing auxiliary information as input, but our approach per-
forms better them. Compared to baseline DeepLab for se-
mantic segmentation with an MIoU 82.59, using tags as in-
put only improves it to 84.21, compared to our framework
which gives an MIoU of 86.01 using the same information.
We also tried inputting caption embeddding generated us-
ing “InferSent” [11] from Facebook AI Research, to the
Mask-RCNN. However, in this case, our training did not
converge. This highlights the advantage with our frame-
work which allows the primary task to be trained separately
first, and then fine-tune the joint model in an efficient man-
ner. Further, we note that multi-task training does not re-
quire any commonly annotated dataset unlike when auxil-
iary information is given as input. Further, our framework
does not requires any commonly annotated dataset unlike
the approaches which take auxiliary information as input.
9. Conclusion
We have presented a novel approach to incorporate evi-
dence into deep networks at prediction time. Our key idea is
to model the evidence as auxiliary information in an MTL
architecture and then modify the weights at prediction time
such that output of auxiliary task(s) matches the evidence.
The approach is generic and can be used to improve the ac-
curacy of existing diverse neural network architectures for
variety of tasks, using easily available auxiliary informa-
tion at test time. Experiments on two different computer vi-
sion applications demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed
model over state-of-the-art. In future, we would like to ex-
periment with additional applications such as for video data.
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Supplementary Material
A. Interpreting as a Graphical Model
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Figure 13: Model Architecture for Multi-task learning (MTL)
In this section, we present a Probabilistic Graphical
Model’s perspective of our approach (as described in sec-
tion 3 of the main paper). Referring back to Figure 13,
we can define a probabilistic graphical model over the
random variables X (input), Z (hidden presentation),
Y (primary output) and A (auxiliary output). Interpret-
ing this as a Bayesian network (with arrows going from
X → Z, Z → Y and Z → A), we are interested in com-
puting the probabilities P (Y |X = x) and P (A|X = x)
at inference time. Further, we have:
P (Y |X = x) =
∑
Z
P (Y |Z)P (Z|X = x) (1)
In the first conditional probability term in the RHS, de-
pendence on X = x is taken away since Y is independent of X given Z. Since, in our network Z is fully determined by
X (due to the nature of forward propagation), we can write this dependence as z = fz(x). In other words, there is a value
Z = z, such that P (Z = z|X = x) = 1. Therefore, above equation can be equivalently written as:
P (Y |X = x) = P (Y |Z = fz(x)).1 = P (Y |Z = fz(x))
Note that sum over Z disappears since P (Z|X = x) is non-zero only when Z = z as defined above. Similarly:
P (A|X = x) = P (A|Z = fz(x)) (2)
The goal of inference is to find the values of Y and A maximizing P (Y |X = x) and P (A|X = x), respectively. The
parameters of the graphical model are learned by maximizing the cross entropy or some other kind of surrogate loss over the
training data.
Let us analyze what happens at test time. We are given the evidence A = e at test time. In the light of this observation,
we would like to change our distribution over P (A|X = x) such that the probability of observing A = e is maximized, i.e.,
is equal to 1. Recalling that P (A|X = x) = P (A|Z = fz(x)), in order to affect this, we may:
1. Change the distribution P (A|Z) to P∆(A|Z), or
2. Change the function fz(X) to f∆z (X),
such that P∆(A = e|z = f∆(X = x)) is as close to 1 as possible. How to do this in a principled manner? We define the
appropriate loss capturing the discrepancy between the value aˆ predicted using the distribution P (A|X = x) and the evidence
A = e, i.e., Ltest(aˆ, e). The loss term also incorporates a regularizer so that new parameters do not deviate significantly from
original set of parameters, avoiding overfitting the evidence e.
In order to minimize the loss, we can back-propagate its gradient in the DNN and learn the new set of parameters. This
results in change of dependence of Z onX , i.e., fz(X = x), as well as that ofA on Z, i.e., P (A|Z). The resulting parameters
are f∆(x) and P∆(A|Z), which effectively generate a new distribution over Y : P (Y |Z = f∆(x)). Hence, adjusting the
DNN weights in order to match the evidence also results in an updated prediction over the primary task aligned with the
observed evidence.
B. Instance Segmentation
In the main paper, we have presented results on the semantic segmentation and object instance segmentation problems.
We notice that in the case of instance segmentation, though our results are much better qualitatively, the same is not fully
reflected in the quantitative comparison. A careful analysis of the results reveals that there are often inconsistencies in
the ground truth annotations itself. For example, in many cases ground annotation misses objects which either very small,
occluded or partly present in the image. In some cases, the ground truth segmentation has inconsistencies. In many of these
scenarios, our framework is able to predict the correct output, but since the ground truth annotation is erroneous, we are
incorrectly penalized for detecting true objects or for detecting the correct segmentation, resulting in apparent loss in our
accuracy numbers. In the figures below, we highlight some examples to support our claim. Systematically fixing the ground
truth is a direction for future work.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 14: Input caption: “a person standing over a toilet using the restroom”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect the person standing in the toilet. This is in contrast to Mask-MT which can only detect the toilet. Ground
truth incorrectly misses the person.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 15: Input caption: “a living room with a couch, coffee table, tv on a stand and a chair with ottoman”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect clock as compared to Mask-MT. This is not annotated in the ground truth.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 16: Input caption: “the large glass plant vase is installed into the wall”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect potted plant as compared to Mask-MT. This is not annotated in the ground truth.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 17: Input caption: “the little girl is busy eating her pizza at the table”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect dining table as compared to Mask-MT. The dining table is labeled in the ground truth with incomplete
segmentation.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 18: Input caption: “three teddy bears sit in a sled in fake snow”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect 4 teddy bears as compared to Mask-MT which detects 3 teddy bears. All 3 teddy bears in the front portion
of image are marked as a single teddy bears in the ground truth.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 19: Input caption: “a shopping cart full of food that includes bananas and milk”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect bottle of milk as compared to Mask-MT. This is not annotated in the ground truth.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 20: Input caption: “a yellow and red apple and some bananas”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to separte the bananas as compared to Mask-MT. These are marked as a single banana in the ground truth.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 21: Input caption: “two apples, an orange, some grapes and peanuts”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect the an apple in the image as compared to Mask-MT, but both the apples are marked as single apple in the
ground truth.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 23: Input caption: “a lot of strawberries and oranges sitting in a bowl”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to correctly detect an extra orange as compared to Mask-MT. These all oranges are marked as a single orange in the
ground truth.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 22: Input caption: ‘a bird resting outside of a boat window”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect both bird and boat in the image as compared to Mask-MT as mentined in the caption also. Ground truth has
no annotaion for boat.
Input Image Ground Truth Mask-MT Output Mask-BP-ES Output(Our Approach)Figure 24: Input caption: ‘a man holds a controller and keyboard with his hands”.
Mask-BP-ES is able to detect the remote which is missed by Mask-MT. The ground truth annotation misses the remote.
